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1. INTRODUCTION

A sharpening of the requirements for fire stops

and penetration seals in nuclear power stations

has recently been proposed in the US by the Nu-

clear Regulatory Coirmittee [11. This turn of

events must be viewed in the context of the near -

disaster when, in March 1975, fire broke out in

the reactor station at Browns Ferry. In fact,

however, it is generally recognized that many

serious fires in the civil and industrial spheres

are traceable to the propogation of fire through

air and cable ducts and the wall and floor pene-

trations through which pass electrical cables,

steam pipes etc. There is accordingly a strong

feeling that adequately rated seals and stops are

urgently needed to close these highly sensitive

fire routes. By this means ^ major improvement

could be obtained in the integrity of che cells

into which buildings of all types are divided for

the purpose of containing an outbreak of fire.

The Chemtrol system of fire rated penetration

seals was introduced to the US nucleai energy

industry in 1975 to answer the sharpened require-

ments in the wake of Browns Ferry. The basic

element in this system is a two-component silicone

foam originating from Dow-Corning. This foam has

low flammability and is produced within LWO minu-

tes of mixing the two components and with a volume

which is three to four times that of the original
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mixture. This volume expansion, coupled with the

elastomeric character and low combustibility of

the cured foam, provides adaptability to a wide

range of situations. Thus, it is essentially suit-

able for making seals where the geometry or accessi-

bility of the penetration normally presents severe

working problems and where there is a high demand

for gas tightness and integrity at temperatures in

the neighbourhood of 1OOOCC.

In order to obtain approval for application in the

US, Chemtrol seals based on this silicone foam

were tested by Factory Mutual in 1975. According

to the report [2] issued by this authority the

foamed penetration seals complied with the con-

ditions laid down in ASTM E-119 for a three hour

endurance test.

In view of the potential offered by the Chemtrol

sealing system for improving reactor safety, an

examination of the materials involved was initi-

ated at Studsvik in Nov 1976. Following small-

scale fire tests carried out by Studsvik personnel

during the early part of 1977 it was decided that

Chemtrol specialists should be invited to prepare

a demonstration of the system for an invited body

of Swedish and European specialists in the building,

fire prevention and electrical cable branches. This

demonstration was intended as a follow up to the

test series performed in 1972 which covered such re-

lated items as various types of cable insulation

and existing penetration seals such as the MTC

(Nelson) and other seals [3]. As in the 1973 tests,

the present series was supervized by Mr Gunnar

Danielsson of AB Atomenergi, assisted by Mr Rolf

Pettersson.
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The main aim of the demonstration was to make a

full scale burn of as wide as possible a variety

of seals made in wall and floor penetrations. For

this purpose the full scale test facility at

Studsvik, comprising a four storey tower and an

adjoining cable culvert, was chosen since this

provided the necessary conditions for the type of

demonstration aimed at. Thus a large wall area was

available for the preparation of a variety of wall

seals around cable bundles and pipes while the

roof of the adjoining culvert could be modified to

receive a number of floor penetrations. Fire would

then be provided by a series of four, standard

pyres of wooden billets placed inside the culvert,

against the test wall immediately under the "floor"

penetrations.

Previous to the demonstration, 1 and 2 hour fur-

nace tests were to be performed on a number of

penetration seals mounted in expanded concrete

blocks. In this way it would become possible for

the invited guests tc examine for themselves the

degree to which these seals can withstand fire. It

is important to recognize that these tests and the

demonstration of the silicone and other seals were

not intended to question or duplicate the findings

of the Factory Mutual report. There are, in fact,

essential differencies between the building and

cable-insulation standards of the US on the one

hand and those of the majority of European countries

on the other, which make retrial in Europe a

necessity. Thus floors and walls in US nuclear

power plants may be up to 30 cm thick and the

Factory Mutual tests and rating already mentioned

concerned seals of essentially this thickness. In

Scandinavia, at least, the widespread use of pre-

stressed concrete brintjj thicknesses down to 15 cm

and penetration seals that are flush with the wall
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are accordingly thinner than those tested in the

US. Moreover, a greater current loading of the

cables than that practiced in the US also sets

a limit on the thickness of a thermally insula-

ting penetration seal. Otherwise the temperature

rise in the cable will quickly exceed the speci-

fied maximum of 90°C for the PVC or other insula-

tion embedded in the seal. Clearly, then, tests

under European conditions and with appropriate seal

thicknesses are mandatory if the silicone seal is to

have widespread acceptance in countries where

building specifications depart from those followed

in the US.

It should also be stressed at this juncture that

the series of tests and the demonstration thus

proposed were not aimed at obtaining an official

stamp of approval. It will be readily appreciated

that the conditions for approval testing are

largely incompatable with those that prevail in a

demonstration whare accessibility for the viewer

is essential. Accordingly, tests to gain approval

for specific components of the system have been

performed since the demonstration and are expected

to continue into the coming year with the partici-

pation of representatives from the Swedish Fire

Testing Authority. The present account therefore

covers only the full-scale demonstration and the

preceding tests conducted during the week May

20 - 26, 1977 at the Studsvik fire proving ground.

Reports of subsequent approval tests can be ob-

tained separately on demand and as they become

available.

A final comment regarding the organization of the

report. The first sections deal with the fundamen-

tal aspects of the seals, such as properties and
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application techniques. Here, treatment covers the

basic, two-component silicone foam, leaded sili-

cone for seals with a >-ray shielding function and

flexible boots, which in addition to a silicone

penetration seal also incorporate an outer cover-

ing composed of glass fibre cloth coated with vinyl

silicone. A new material. Firewall 50, is also

included in this section. This is a ceramic com-

posite which can be sprayed in place in a manner

similar to that employed with silicone foam. The

seal is rigid, however, and finds use where flexi-

bility is not required or in filling out over-

large penetrations before the application of the

more expensive silicone sealant. Previous tc the

demonstration described here, no acceptance tests

had been performed on Firewall 50 and its behaviour

as a sealing agent was largely unknown.

The section which then follows describes the

testing facility and tabulates the seals included

in the test in terms of their size, make-up and

type. The final section presents the results in

largely diagramatic and photographic forms. The wall

and floor of the full scale facility are shown at

the conclusion of the demonstration from the fire

and from the non-fire sides. Each seal is then

shown in turn after removal from the test assembly,

together with a clarifying diagram in which the

basic elements of the seal are displayed.
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2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Fire Cells: Ratings, Integrity and Hazards

For puposes of fire control, buildings of medium or

large size and building complexes are divided into

fire cells by walls or floors with a specified fire

resistance or rating, i.e. an ability to withstand

fire for a »given period of time. A minimum fire

rati-g is of the order of one hour while, in general,

a fire wall is expected to withstand fire for a

three hour period without being breached. Thus, a

fire that originates within the ixmits of one such

cell should be confined to these limits for such

time as is required to mobilize fire fighting fa-

cilities and begin the active combating of the fire.

Priority is accordingly given to limiting the €:x-

tent of the fire to the affected cell, while extin-

guishing the fire constitutes the second step in

the sequence of events.

Concrete floors and walls are readily constructed

to provide a rating of 2 - 3 hours. There are,

however, inevitable openings in these fire barriers

that threaten the inteqrity of the cells they are

designed to protect. Doors clearly represent a

weakness in the fire barrier system, particularly

as they are intended to be opened at some time in

their operational life. As a result, much atten-

tion has been paid to the design of adequately

rated fire doors, including such details as auto-

matic, self-reliant closure in the event of a

catastrophic rise in temperature.

A less obvicus, but no less potent, weakness in

fire barrier function is provided by piping, air

ducts and electric cables, either singly or in

bundles. All of those require openings in the
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fire barrier in order to fulfill their function,

either in the fire cell itself or in more remote

locations, and so present a threat to the integrity

of the cell. The problems posed by these pene-

trating media can be considered as comprising:

(a) the transmission of heat or flame by
the medium

(b) the erruption of fire or smoke through
the hole in the barrier made for the
passage of the medium

The transmission of heat through the penetrating

medium is an undeniable hazard, particularly

where inflamable or explosive materials are

stored in discrete fire cells. The greater hazard

is presented, however, by flames and smoke break-

ing from one cell to the next through inadequately

sealed penetrations or holes that are altogether

unguarded in spite of their being located in

specifically rated barriers.

At this juncture two subsidiary problems can be

identified that are no less important than pre-

venting the spread of fire in an occupied or other-

wise functioning building. One is the spread of

smoke or poisonous gasses produced by the com-

bustion of organic materials, such as plastic

or other synthetic products. The other is the

possible outbreak of fire during the construc-

tion of a building when combustible materials

such as wooden formers or structures for shoring,

cans of paint and solvent, drums of insulated

cable etc, are to be found in abundance.

In the first instance, the rapid development of

choking coluds of dense smoke that reduce vision

and produce suffocation has been associated with
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loss of life in a number of recent disasters. Less

well publicized is the considerable material da-

mage to technical installations resulting from

the corrosive attack of hydrogen chloride pro-

duced by the burr.inj o: PVC insulation. In such

instances considerable damage can be incurred at

sub-lethal smoke densities and, even more signi-

ficantly, at considerable distances from the seat

of the fire itself.

Widespread material damage as a result of an out-

break of fire during building construction need

not be the result of faulty planning or design,

although such cases undoubtedly do exist. The fact

that such fires i.ave widespread effect is more

generally attributabio to the difficulties and ex-

pense of sealing all the possible penetration

holes at an early st.aqe and in a manner that

admits of subsequent -.Iteration without the integrity

of the structure be i n-rr put at risk. Fires at this

stage of construction arv rarely so spectacular as

to attract public attention. They are nevertheless

surprisingly frequent, costly and often widspread

as a result of the ease with which they pass

through unprotected openings, from one collection

of combustible materials to the next. Undoubtedly,

fires of this type could be reduced in number and

severity if the penetrations could be sealed at an

early stage, either completely or using only part

of the seal depending upon thf; magnitude of the

risk involved and the degree of completion of the

individual cells.

2.2 General Requirements for Penetration Seals

A number of inexpensive materials can be visualized

as capable of providing a suitable fire-resistant

medium for sealing holes in walls and floors. Some

consideration ir-w.t \.-: q i/en, however, to the ease
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with which they can be applied, altered and re-

paired with regard to the accessibility of the

hole and the character of the penetrating medium.

A sealant that is applied as a liquid and which

then hardens in the penetration cavity has clear

advantages as regards ability to fill. The hardening

process should not lead, however, to rarinking or

cracking which would reduce the air tightness of

the seal and prevent its functioning as a smoke

barrier. It should also be rapid for preference.

Requirements of this type limit the value of such

cheap materials as foamed cement, for example.

They can be met by liquid sealants that feature

volume expansion during the hardening process.

Such expansion will ensure a tight fit with the

walls of the penetration and the surface of the

penetrating medium. Thus, where closely spaced

cables of small diameter are involved, volume

expansion of the sealant is required if free

spaces are to be avoided within the completed

seal. As long as the pores that =>re formed during

expansion are essentially closed the resulting

seal will clearly present an effective barrier

against the passage of smoke. These considerations

underlie the use of elastomeric foams which can

be applied in liquid form and which, either by

injection of air or other suitable gas during the

application phase or by the evolution of gas during

polymerization, undergo volume expansion during

the hardening phase.

Elastomeric sealants of the above type exhibit

other advantages that are contributed by the

elastic behaviour of the finished seal. Since

this is under compression after installation and

is capable of even further compression it is
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fairly easy to make alterations or repairs. Thus

one or more electric cables can be removed from

the penetration or new cables inserted witnout

affecting the gas tightness of the seal. Further-

more such seals are capable of withstanding vib-

ration or even smal] displacements of the penetrant

without developing an air leak. This is a require-

ment where the penetrant is a steam pipe, for

example.

Throughout, there is an overriding need for fire

resistance or retardance which leads to the exclusion

of more familiar organic foams of the polyurethane

type. At this juncture the advantages of foamed

silicone elastomers become apparent since these

materials exhibit roughly the same elastic pro-

perties as organic foams while possessing greater

chemical and thermal stability. Moreover, at

temperatures above 500 C their rate of combustion

is very much slower than that of organic foams

while, even more important, they are incapable of

propagating a flame.

The fact that such silicone elastomers are com-

bustible at all might be thought to invalidate

their use as sealants. It must be remembered,

however, that where electrical penetrations are

concerned, the insulation of the cable is itself

inflammable. Burning as it does, this insulation

has been shown to be capable of providing a con-

ducting path for flame through a rigid, though

otherwise unburnable seal. Clearly then, it is

insufficient to simply require that a seal be non-

combustible in order to safeguard the integrity of

the fire cell in which it is installed. A more

positive requirement is that it should prevent the

ingress of fire for a period of time comparable to

the fire rating of the doors or other component

parts of the cell. In Lhis connection the pro-
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perties ef silicone foam seals are seen to have

many advantages. A seal of this type is, by its

nature, compressed around the circumference of

each cable and is consumed at a far slower rate

than the insulating material with which it is in

contact. It accordingly closes in around the metal

core of the cable, as this is uncovered by fire,

and in so doing limits further access of oxygen to

the burning insulation. The propogation of fire

through the seal is thus reduced to a rate com-

parable with the consumption of the silicone foam

itself. It remains to ensure that a silicone foam

seal, carrying cables or other penetrating media,

is capable of providing fire resistance which is

commensurate with the fire rating of the bearing

structure.

2.3 The Chemtrol System of Fire-rated Pene-

tration Seals: Design FC 225

The Chemtrol concept of penetration sealing,

based on a two-component silicone foam, is an

integrated system collectively designated Design

FC 225. This system accepts the inherent burna-

bility of silicone foam but takes advantage of

its other favourable properties to prepare seals

with a satisfactory in-fire performance. Thus

combustion of the foam occurs at the surface ex-

posed to flame and consumption of material through

burning is slow, even at 900°C, as long as only

one face of a seal is exposed to fire. Since this

is the situation which arises in a fire-rated

barrier, use can profitably be made of the foam

as long as thorough testing is carried out in a

way that covers the conditions arising in a real

fire. For testing purposes reference is made to

Recomendation 834 of the International Standards

Organization. This is concerned with fire resistance
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tests of structures and relates fire resistance

as such to complete elements of construction as

opposed to the individual materials of which the

elements are composed.

The validity of Design FC 225 for fire retarde.nce

purposes is centred on approved fire tests and

a rating issued by a responsible testing authority.

In the US such an authority is represented by

Factory Mutual and in Sweden by Statens Provnings-

anstalt. For purposes of obtaining a rating from

these authorities the system under test is de-

fined by Chemtrol as including the sealant, the

penetrating medium (cables, steam pipes etc), ail

ancillary materials that are incorporated in the

seal, the methods and equipment used to install

the seal and the proficiency of the personnel

involved in the work. This definition stresses

the fact that the fire-retardant seal is only as

good as the means used to install it. Thus, how-

ever effective the sealant might be in resisting

combustion in isolated laboratory tests, such

properties are clearly of little value if, as

a result of faulty application, the seal dete-

riorates after installation or fails as a fire

barrier at the moment of exposure. In accordance

with this view Design FC 225 incorporates a re-

quirement for the certification of the individual

seals as they are applied and proficiency testing

of the personnel performing the work. This results

in a system that is strongly oriented towards

quality control and assurance, without which the

seals are not regarded as having validity.

In the series of seals covered in this report in-

stallation and quality control and assurance were

performed by qualified Chemtrol personnel.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF CT-18 SILICONE FOAM

3.1 General Aspects of the material

Silicone foam, Chemtrol CT-18/Dow Corning 3-6548

RTV*, is •Jn elastomeric foam produced by the

reaction at normal room temperature between two

silicone polymers in a precise 1:1 ratio by weight

or by volume. These two components, designated

A and B, are condensed in the presence of a trace

of a platinum compound acting as a catalyst > The

reaction rate is governed by the addition of a

stopping agent in an amount dictated by the time

required to achieve a satisfactory level of homo-

geneity in the mixture. In the case of CT-18 silicone,

the time interval for the emulsified mixture to

gel has been optimized at 1.5 min, assuming that

effective mixing is achieved within 0.5 npn.

Component A is a silicone polymer containing car-

bon black which improves the fire resistence of

the final elastomeric foam. Component B is a

second silicone polymer containing the platinum

catalyst, and the stopping agent. On mixing A and

B, hydrogen is generated as a product of the

condensation reaction and is trapped in the viscous

mixture. As the reaction proceeds, the mixture

swells under the influence of the entrapped gas.

With a precise 1:1 ratio for the A and B compo-

nents and effective mixing so that this ratio is

achieved even at the local, sub-millimetre level,

a fine-pored foam with a pore size in the range

0.1 - 0.5 mm is achieved after roughly 2 min.

The density of the final foam is of the order of

0.3 g cm but may be as low as 0.25 g cm" .

RTV = Room Temperature Vulcanizing
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Densities in this range are considered to be

optimal for sealing purposes. Since the A and B

components have a specific gravity of roughly 1

previous to mixing, the density of the foam men-

tioned above implies an expansion by a factor of

3 - 4 for the liquid fill. The force generated

during this expansion serves to drive the liquid

emulsion into any narrow spaces that may exist

between cables and/or pipes that are located in a

penetration and between these objects and the walls

of the penetration itself.

The minimum curing time for the 1:1 elastomer is

24 hours at 22 C after which the foam is regarded

as having achieved its final fire resistivity.

Properly cured foam is dry to the touch and at

temperatures up to at least 400°C it is chemically

inert. A slight weight loss is recorded at 425 C

due to the volatilization of some organic compo-

nents of the silicone, but the elastic properties

are unimpaired, at least over periods of several

days. As a result of this high thermal stability,

CT-18 has good ageing properties, both -,s regards

thermal ageing and even radiation ageing. Thus

studies performed by the manufacturer, Dow Corning,

indicate that at temperatures up to 50 C, a life

expectancy of 20 years can conservatively be

assumed with virtually unchanged elasticity.

On heating above 600 C, the silicone foam under-

goes oxidation and at 720°C is ignited. While the

organic components oxidize to C02 and H_0 vapours,

the main O-Si-O-Si-0 part of the molecule is

oxidized to SiO~. This remains en the surface of

the burning foam as an ablative coating and thus

hinders the further penetration of oxygen to the

still unreacted surface. As a result the consump-

tion of the silicone foam at the fire temperature
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progressively falls with increasing time. Because

of the low thermal conductivity of the foaoi, the

silicone mass that lies behind the immediate

reacting surface of the seal is not immediately

exposed to temperatures which might lead to thermal

decomposition.

The foam features a high degree of closed porosity

(in excess of 95 % by the breathability method).

This means that the foamed-in-place silicone

penetration seal is a barrier to water and oth»r

liquids and to smoke. With the exception of slowly

diffusing gaseous components, it also serves as a

barrier to gasses.

A list of the relevant properties is given in the

next section.
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3.2 Typical Physical Properties of Cured Foam

(One Part A - One Part B mixed and cured at 22°C

for a minimum of 24 hours.)

Description Test method

Appearance
Density

Closed cell content

CTM*0176
CTM 0812 power mixed for
30 seconds and cured in
non-confined Chemtrol

container =1516
CTM 0826

Breathability method
Thermal conductivity, cal CTM 0224 Cenco fitch method —
cm/sec sq cm °C ,

K Factor, 0.28 g/cm foam,
in Kcal/m2/m/h/°C CTM 0740

Cream time 5 CTM 092A
Tensile strength, N/mm CTM 0137A
Lap shear (cohesive) tensile
strength, N/mm2 -- CTM 0243

(180 cohesive)

2N/mm

Cal/gm°C

CTM 0293

CTM 0525

CTM 0544

Peel strength
N/mm2

Compression deflection,
at 20 % compression —
at 40 % compression —
at 60 % compression

Specific heat,
25°C
50°C
75°C

100°C
125°C
150°C
Linear coefficient of thermal
expansion, (-25 to 150°C)
cm/cm°C CTM 0585

Volume coefficient of thermal
expansion (-25 to 150°C)
cu cm/cu cm°C CTM 0585

Results

Dark Gray-black
Not less than
.24 3

1.8 x 10

95 %

-4

067
5 min
23

0.24

0.014

036
069
146

328
336
345
353
361
370

.3.2 x 10-4

..9.6 x 10
-4

• CTM or Corporate Testing Methods represents a unified series of
methods of characterization employed by Dow Corning to describe their
products. The system is based on recognized ASTM or NBS tests where
these are applicable to the Dow Corning product.
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Flammability, vertical burn CTM 0316A

These tests regarding flammability are based on standard small scale
laboratory tests. Such tests are not reliable for determining, evaluat-
ing, predicting or describing the flammability or burning characteris-
tics of the product under actual fire conditions.

Time in Flame, seconds

15
60

Average Time to
Flame-Glow Out, seconds

7.2
15.6

Average Weight
Loss, Percent

1.3
13.5

Limiting oxygen index, LOI
rating CTM 0780
Electrical (cured foam sample
thickness - 3.2 mm)
Dielectric strength,
volts/mil CTM 0114
Dielectric constant, 100 H= CTM 0112
Dissipation factor, 100 Hz - CTM 0112
Volume resistivity, ohm-cm - CTM 0249
Radiation resistance CTM 0525

35

165
1.95
0.00505
2.24 x 1015

Radiation
Exposure rads

0 x 10J?
6 x 10°

22 x 10°
49 x 10

124 x 10 6

Modulus at 10 %
Compression, PSI

0.628
0.672
0.92
2.00

2.32

Modulus at 10 * 2
Compression, Kg/cm

0.044
0.047
0.065
0.414

0.163

5 Cycle Set

.5 %
1.2 %
1.5 %
(not mea-
surable)
(additional
set)

3.3 Application Technique

3.̂ 3̂ 1 Damming_Materials

Since the silicone mixture is applied as a liquid

emulsion it is necessary to provide some means of

supporting the emulsion at the site of the penetra-

tion until gellification is complete. For this

purpose the penetration can be dammed up with sheets

of hardboard or plywood, cut to shape and fitted

over the cables or pipes lying in the opening. Such

materials represent, however, an undesirable accumu-

lation of combustibles and accordingly constitute
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a fire hazard previous to and during the period of

application. For this reason, they must also be

removed after completion of the seal.

To avoid difficulties arising out of the use of

combustible damming materials, use is made of a

ceramic-glass material based on aluminium si"icate,

with the composition 2 Al-,0, • 3 SiO?. This

material, manufactured by Johns Manville, is

available in a variety of forms, namely wool,

blanket, felt and fibre board, all of which

feature a softening point in excess of 1 200°C

and inert behaviour in oxidizing atmospheres.

Of these Johns Manville products it is customary

to employ ceraboard as a support when making

seals in floor penetrations. This has accordingly

received a Chemtrol part number, CT-23 FB, and

since it is left in place after curing, it is to

be considered an integral part of the seal.

This material is readily cut to shape and cleaved

to the required thickness while holes can easily

be cut out of the material tc allow for the passage

of cables or pipes through the penetration. Spaces

between these holes and the penetrating cables or

pipes are then made up by inserting cerafibre,

designated CT-23 F according to Chemtrol. Cerafibre

is a loose fibre with essentially the same physical

and chemical properties as ceraboard, chief of

which are a density less than 0.2 g cm , depending

upon the extent of fibre packing, chemical inert-

ness to oxidizing atmospheres and a low thermal

conductivity, of the order of 0.2 Kcal/m /m/h°C at

870°C.

Examples of simple silicone seals are provided by

A 1:2 ,.'ig 15), B 1 (Fig 18) and B 6 (Fig 23).
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In order to ensure thorough mixing of the components,

the Chemtrol application system makes use of a

machine, provided with two separate containers for

the A and B components, and driven by compressed

air. The components are forced through parallel

pipes, each provided with temperature regulation

(21 ± 1.0 C) to ensure uniformity of flow and

density, until they are united in the dispensing

gun. At this point, a shear mixing operation is

carried out at high speed with a rapidly rotating

mixer head before the liquid is injected into the

hole.

The twin delivery pipes are. flexible and have an

extension of 30 m. Foaming can thus be carried

out at points remote from the machine, either

high up on a wall or inside a narrow culvert with

limited access. This feature also clearly favours

installation where working conditions are other-

wise difficult and room to operate is severly

limited.

3.4 Explosion Hazard during Application

It may be felt that the release of hydrogen in the

polymerizing mass of CT-18 represents a fire or

explosion risk. In fact, the hydrogen is trapped

in the rising foam and is released from it only

slowly over a period of hours. Roughly 60 % of

the hydrogen is released over the first three hours

after mixing and full release can be regarded as

being achieved after eight hours. For a seal 15 cm
2

thick and 800 cm in area, the full release period

would give an explosive mixture (4 % by volume of

hydrogen gas) with roughly 0.5 m air under stag-

nant circulation conditions. It will be apprecia-

ted that these conditions are generally unlikely

to arise taking into account the long accumulation

time required and the large size of the seal
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compared with the small volume of the stagnant air

space. However, if it seems likely that this

degree of air volume constraint might exist, the

localized build up of gas is readily avoided by

providing forced air circulation at the working

surface and taking the usual precautions regarding

the presence of unmasked flames or the occurrence

of sparks.

4. DESCRIPTION OF SYLGARD SILICONE ELASTOMER

4.1 General Aspects of the material

Sylgard 170 is a two component low-viscosity

silicone that cures to a flexible, flame-retardant,

rubber-like mass when parts A and B are properly

mixed. It can be cured in unlimited thicknesses

without producing a noticeable temperature rise

or generating corrosive by-products, either at

ambient or at elevated temperatures. It offers

long term reliability, even in thick sections and,

like CT-18 to which it is allied, it is resistant

to reversion over a wide temperature range. Unlike

CT-18, however, it does not foam on mixing but

polymerizes to a dense mass with a specific gravity

of 1.38 g/cm at 25°C. The long term thermal be-

haviour and ageing properties are also comparable

to those of the CT-18 foam for properly cured

material. A list of the significant properties,

as quoted by Dow Corning, is given below.
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4.2 Typical Properties of Sylgard

(One Part A - One Part B mi

for a minimum of 24 hours).

(One Part A - One Part B mixed and cured at 22°C

Description Test method Result

Appearance Gray black
Viscosity of mix in poise
at 25°C ASTM D445

2 min 30
30 min 110

Curing time at 25 C, hrs 8
Density at 25°C, g/cm3 1.38
Hardness, Store A •= ASTM D676 55
Tensile strength, N/mm ASTM D412 3.43
Elongation (%) ASTM D412 150
Volume coefficient of thermal
expansion, (0 - 100°C) 8 x 10~4

Thermal shock Mil-I-16923 pass
Water absorption (%) 7 days immersion at 25 C 0.1
Electric strength ASTM D149
3.2 nun thickness, kV/mm 18

Dielectric constant ASTM D150
at 100 Hz 3.15
Dissipation factor, ASTM D150
at 100 Hz 0.008 .-

Volume resistivity, ohm-cm — ASTM D150 1.0 x 10
Flammability, vertical burn - pass

Time in Flame, seconds Average Time to
Flame-Glow Out, seconds

5 0
10 1
15 3

Limiting Oxygen Index 43

4.3 Application of Sylgard in Fire Retardant

Seals

While the flame retardancy of Sylgard is comparable

to that of the CT-18 foam, this material has been

restricted so far in its application to two spe-

cialized seal types, as described below.
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4.3.1 Flood Protected Fire Seals

The greater strength of Sylgard can be utilized

for purposes of reinforcing CT-18 foam if there is

any possibility that the seal may be exposed to

a sudden pressure differential across the wall.

Such a situation may well arise, for instance,

in the event of sudden flooding of one fire cell

as a result of structural damage. For this pur-

pose the penetrating medium is encased in a block

of Sylgard, which is cast around the cables or

piping at a distance of 30 - 50 cm from the pene-

tration serl. The space between this Sylgaia block

and the wall or floor, in which the penetration

is located, is then enclosed in an envelops of high-

strength, silicone-impregnated, fibre glass cloth,

described in section 5. One such reinforcement is

applied on each side of the penetration. The

result combines the gas tightness and retardancy

donated by CT-18 foam with resistance to suddö-.

mechanical shock.

Examples of flood-protected floor seals are

A 1:1 (Fig 14) and B 3 (Fig 20).

4.3.2 Leaded Silicone Foam Seals

The leaded foam is a plural component silicone

elastometer based en the CT-18 silicone, already

described, and Dow Corning Sylgard 170 into which

powdered lead is mixed, prior to penetration

filling. The lead content of the final foam is

decided by the v-ray shielding requirements and

a range of densities is generally available of

which 2.4 gem"3 (CT-300L/150) and 3.2 gem"3 (C

-300L/250) may be regarded as representative.
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These leaded foams have longer setting times than

that of the pure CT-18 foam and the overall poro-

sity is considerably lower, but the product maintains

a closed porosity exceeding 90 %, very similar to

that of CT-18. The linear absorption coefficient

(u) for y-radiation with an energy of 0.6615 Mev

varies as a function of the lead content (expressed

as foam density) as follows

P (gem )

1 .6

2 . 4

3 . 2

4 . 0

0.13

0.18

0.23

0.39

The CT-300L seal has been incorporated in the

Factory Mutual test previously referred to where

it proved capable of withstanding a three hour

ASTM E-119 Floor Test [2]. Examples of leaded

silicone seals included in the present series of

tests are A 2:3 (Fig 17), B 5 (Fig 22) and B 13

(Fig 30).

The advantages of leaded silicone seals over seals

shielded with metallic lead are fairly obvious.

Since metallic lead melts at 327°C, a rise in

temperature of this magnitude will result in a

pentration close to a y-source losing itr. radia-

tion protection. There will also be an associated

accumulation of molten lead on the floor below the

seal. Accordingly, if a large number of such seals

are involved the presence of a considerable weight

of liquid metal can be added to the existing

hazards of fire and radiation. This situation does

not exist for leaded silicone foam where the lead

is retained as separate particles in the elastomer

matrix until this is oxidized by fire. Since the

consumption of elastomer is slow, the removal of

lead from the seals is also slow and does not

begin until the temperature exceeds 700°c.
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5. FLEXIBLE BOOTS

5.1 Description of Silicone-impregnated

Fibre Glass Cloth

The basic component of the flexible boot seal is a

fiore glass cloth coated with phenyl methyl vinyl

silicone and designated CT-15B. This material

features high mechanical strength and resists

combustion up to approximately 420 C. A silicone

valucanizing agent is used to glue the edges of

the fabric together and tests of mechanical strength

demonstrate that seams made in this way have

greater resistance to applied stress than the

fabric itself.

The reinforcing fibre glass cloth has a low alkali

content and features a melting point in excess of

750°C which is greater than that of conventional

glass fibre. Although mechanical strength is lost

in the event of a fire which produces a temperature

at the seal exceeding 500 C, the residual glass

fibre cloth provides containment for modest loads

up to 800°C.

5.2 Typical Physical Properties of CT-15B

Property

Appearance Blue or red

Grade specification PE 2141

Thickness 0.8 mm

Elongation Less than 10 %

Shore hardness 50 ± 10 %

Tensile strength 70.3 kg cm
_2

Breaking strength 35.2 kg cm
-2

Burst strength 42.2 kg cm
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Radiation dose required
to produce deterioration
by 25 %

Temperature range in
which physical proper-
ties are unaffected

5.10 Rads

-79 to 316UC

5.3 Function and Behaviour of CT-15B Pene-

tration Boot Seals

The CT-15B cloth is used as an auxilliary sealing

agent when penetration seals are required to resist

laterial, axial and torsional movements. Thus pipe

and duct penetrations which feature appreciable move-

ments of the penetrating element cannot be sealed

with silicone foam alone. In such cases, the heat

resisting barrier is provided by placing rolls of

aluminium silicate cerablanket around the element,

in the space between it and the sides of the pene-

tration. The air flow through such a heat barrier

can be much reduced by applying a 1 cm thick layer

of CT-18 silicone foam to one side of the blanket

previous to rolling. Nevertheless, such a seal

does not have the mechanical strength to resist

pressure differences across the penetration. This

strength and impenetrability to air, smoke and

even water is catered for by adding an envelope

or boot of silicone-coated fibre glass on either

side of the penetration. A flexible boot is fa-

bricated on site in accordance with the outer

dimensions of the penetration and of the pene-

trating element. It takes the form of a sleeve

in the shape of a truncated cone, attached to the

wall at the wider end and to the duct or pipe at

the other at a distance of 0.5 to 1 m from the

wall. A fold in the sleeve midway along its length

provides flexibility, and takes up the movement of

the penetrating element.
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Various method have been devised for securing the

boot to the wall in order to ensure both mechani-

cal strength and air tightness. With ducts or

pipes, the boot is attached at its narrower end by

means of silicone adhesive and a metal band. If

cables are involved, these are encapsulated in a

block of Sylgard silicone polymer, cast round the

cable or cable bundle at a suitable distance from

the wall. The boot is then fastened to this Sylgard

block using an adhesive and a metal band in precisely

the same manner as that used for ducts or pipes.

It is customary to provide a boot seal on either

side of the penetration. In the event of fire in

one of the two fire cells concerned, the boot on

that side of the penetration is sacrificed. The

rolls of cerablanket coated with CT-18 in the

penetration cavity then serve to prevent the

transmission of heat while the remaining boot

ensures gas tightness.

Such boot seals have previously been exposed to 3

hour fire conditions as part of the Factory Mutual

test and were found to perform satisfactorily. In

separate tests, they were observed to resist a

pressure difference of at least 3 atm without

rupture. Examples of boot seals included in the

present series of tests are A 2:2 (Fig 17), B 11

(Fig 28) and B 12 (Fig 29).
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6. DESCRIPTION OF CT-33 SC/FIREWALL 50

6.1 General Aspects of the material

Firewall 50 is a temperature resistant composite

based on magnesium oxide, calcium carbonate,

calcium sulphate and a rhyolitic tuff similar

in character to Trass or Puzzulan clay. The

raw material is slurried with water and applied

under pressure with a spray gun. Owing to the

presence of the hydrating tuff he thixotropy

of the mixture, as sprayed, is such that it can

be applied in layers between 6 and 150 mm thick

on walls of unlimited height without slumping.

Subsequent curing is accompanied by evolution of

heat and a volume expansion consistent with the

hydration of the tuff and calcium sulphate con-

stituents. This volume expansion ensures that

the hardening cement fits tightly between pipes

and tubes pas-ing through wall or floor pene-

trations and the wall of the penetration itself.

The mass solidifies within 15 minutes. Curing

time is of the order of 24 hours at 15 - 20°C,

and is achieved in the relative humidity range

0 - 100 %.

The mechanical properties of the cured Fire-

wall 50 are good and penetration seals of this

material exhibit a resistance to mechanical

shock and loading comparable to that of expanded

concrete blocks used for wall construction.

On heating in the range 140 - 200°C water of

crystallization is evolved, followed by carbon

dioxide and water of hydration with increasing

rapidity between 500 and 900°C. Owing to the

structure of the cement, as oictated by the

choice of particle size and properties of the

components, this loss has no detrimental effect
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on the fire resistance of properly cured pene-

tration seals. Losses are restricted to the

heated surface and, owing to the low thermal

conductivity of the mass, they occur at in-

creasing depth only slowly for temperatures as

high as 950°C. Thus after three hours at 950°C

a porous but non-friable layer only 6 cm thick

is formed beneath the heat-exposed surface. On

cooling, a blow delivered with a hand-hald

harr/ner serves only to compress this porous

surface immediately under the point of impact.

Flaking, fragmentation or cracking of the fired

surface do not occur.

Firewall has very low permeability to air and

gasses and effectively insulates against extreme

temperature differences.

A list of the relevant properties is given in

the next section.

6.2 Typical Physical and Chemical Proper-

ties of Firewall 50

Eropertv Value

Powder density

Pycnometric density
Tap density (average of
ten 100 g-size samples)

Denstiy of cured body ex*
posed to a dry atmosphere

After one day
After 200 days
After heating to 110 C
for 24 h

Compresslve strength

Flexural strength

Thermal insulation
X Factor

Maximum in service
temperature

2.59

1.18

1.53
1.22

1.14

gem

gem

gem"3

gem"

35 kg/cm"2

27 kg/cm2

0.16 Kcal/m2/m/°C

288°C continuous

Hater percolation test
with 61 en. high column of
water over 24 h

1.04 t drop in
original height of
column

Air permeability

Hydrostatic pressure
in cm

2.54

5.OS

7.62

10.16

m3/mln/929 cm2/ 30.5 cm thick-

0.44

1.01

2.38

8.80

ness

•5
10

10"

10

10
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Halogen coetent

Toxtcity when applied

Toxlclty when exposed
to tire

Combustibility

2 PP-
none

none

nonet coaplies with
ASTM E-136

6. 3 Application and Dispensing

The raw material is delivered as a powder mixture

in 30 kg sacks. Mixing with water to the required

consistency for application in a penetration can

be performed by hand or with a machine driven

mixer. The mix can then be applied by hand using a

trowel or similar device to obtain a compact body

around the pipe, cable bundle or tube and to

ensure a smooth finish. For rapid, semi-automatic

application use is made of a dispensing machine,

CT-106-400 or similar Chemtrol approved type. This

provides automatic proportioning and mixing of the

raw material and water followed by pouring or

spraying of the mix according to demand. For this

purpose the air pressure to the dispenser is

adjusted to give the atomizing and impaction of

the mixture appropriate to the requirement. The

dispenser nozzle for pouring has a diameter of

30 mm and the pour rate is adjusted to not more

than 1 kg of mix per minute for penetration filling.

A hardboard or plywood former is generally required

to enclose one side of any wall penetration being

filled in order to reduce spillage. Such a former

is always needed for filling floor penetrations

but can be removed shortly after application has

been completed. Examples of seals made with Fire-

wall are A 2:1 (Fig 15), B 4 (Fig 21) and B 8

(Fig 25) for cable penetrations, and B 10 (Fig 27)

for pipe penetrations.
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7. QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

Strict procedures are followed throughout the

installation of Design FC 225 seals. These cover

inspection of damming previous to the filling of

a penetration, the spreading of cables within the

penetration, and a quality control of the raw

materials employed in making the seals.

The calibration of the silicone dispensing unit

must be checked each day prior to use as a step

towards ensuring a corract mix for the A and B

components. The material is brought to a pre-

determined temperature by the controls provided

on the machine so as to give the proper cure

rate after dispensing. An equally timed shot of

the individual, unmixed components is made for a

pre-determined period into containers of equal

size. Both containers are then weighed to give

calibration data and the ratio is adjusted accordingly.

After calibration, a small test shot is made into

a container that permits free rise of the foam

for a density check. If the density thus obtained

is within tne required specifications, the sample

is given an identification number and stored for

quality control purposes. If the density is seen

to lie outside the required limits, a recalibration

and examination of the material must be performed

before the test procedure is repeated.

If foaming is to be performed in stages, the

height of each stage is to be determined by the

onsite Quality Control Inspector who is certified

for this work by Chemtrol.

The dispensing unit is set at a delivery rate

of not more than 5.5 kg per minute and the operation

of the unit should ensure that component ratios
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are maintained within a tolerance limit of * 5 %.

Continuous visual inspection by an onsite technician

is maintained on the flow indicator control and

the flow rates of the machine and of the tempera-

ture of the unmixed components as they are delivered

to the dispensing nozzle. The foam reaction time

is taken at least every four hours during the

period of application and is reported in terms of

gel time and tack free time. To ensure fault free

operation of the machine, maintainance checks are

carried out at monthly intervals with a complete

certified overhaul every six months.

All instrument calibration, material history,

tracing records, infield calibration, field tests,

pour records, ambient condition reports, etc,

become permanent records that are kept on file by

the Home Office Document Control Clerk and by the

customer in accordance with the approved Quality

Assurance Programme.

Those technicians assigned to the foaming equip-

ment must be able to demonstrate proficiency to

the satisfaction of the onsite Quality Control

Inspector. In cases where a technician, assigned

temporarily to operate the foaming equipment, has

had less than two years foaming experience, an

additional technician must be assigned to be

within 7 m of the dispensing equipment while

foaming is in progress. This second technician

must be able to demonstrate proficiency to the

satisfaction of the onsite Control Inspector.

Similar requirements are laid down for the appli-

cation of fire-rated penetration seals of Fire-

wall.
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8. PERFORMANCE OF TESTS

8.1 Test Facility

Testing was performed partly in the form of a

series of furnace tests (A-series seals) and more

generally as a full-scale demonstration (B-series

seals). In this demonstration a variety of wall

and floor seals, mounted in the end wall and roof

of the cable culvert of the fire test facility,

were exposed simultaneously to fire conditions.

8.1.1 Furnace Tests

The layout of the testing furnace is shown in Fig

1. The combustion chamber is constructed of refrac-

tory brick and the source of heat generated in

this region is provided by burning propane gas.

The test chamber has an internal volume of 1 m

and is built of blocks of light concrete. The

removeable roof of this chamber is made of light

concrete beams in which the seals to be tested

are mounted, metal frames being erected on these

roof beams to support the cable array.

Thermocouples of chromel alumel, located inside the

furnace immediately under the roof, serve to

indicate the temperature conditions at a given

moment. A continuous trace of temperature with

time is obtained with a pen recorder.

The exhaust from the chamber is regulated to give

a specified rise ce temperature with time in

accordance with the requirements of the international

time/temperature curve.

T - TQ = 345 log10 (8t
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where

t

T

= time of test in minutes

= furnace temperature in C at time t

= initial furnace temperature in °C

°10° * * 40

The form of the temperature curve followed in

the A-series tests is shown in Fig 2, where the

shaded area represents the outer limits of tem-

perature variation actually experienced.

8_-J_-2 Full_Scale_Facility.

The cable culvert used for the full scale demon-

stration corresponds to the type used in the nuclear

power station at Ringhals. It is 12 m long, 2.4 m

wide and 3.4 m high and is constructed of light

concrete with a floor of reinforced concrete. The

end wall used for mounting the test seals was made

of light concrete blocks, as was the modified roof

section used for supporting the four floor seals.

The wall and modified roof of the cable culvert are

shown in Fig 3 together with the location of the

seals exposed to the fire.

Inside the culvert, cables passing through the

penetrations Bl - B9 and B14 were supported on

standard cable ladders mounted on standard ladder

brackets of 60 cm width, bolted to the long walls

of the culvert. All cable ladders terminated 10 -

20 cm short of the end wall. The pipe penetrations

B10 - B13 and B15 were closed with a butt-welded

end inside the culvert.

Fire for the full scale demonstration was provided

by four pyres of oven-dried wood placed in metal

trays against the end wall of the culvert. One such
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pyre is seen through the cut away wall section in

Fig 3. Each pyre was built up of 60 kg of dried

wood and was ignited by lighting 1 1 of denatured

spirit, poured into the tray immediately prior to

starting the demonstration.

Thermocouples of chromel alumel, used to follow

the influence of the fire on the seals, were

attached, both at the non-fire surface of each

seal and at a point midway between the fire and

non-fire surfaces. The development of the fire above

the array of pyres was followed by four additional

thermocouples located on the exposed surfaces of

seals Bl, BIO, B14 and Bll, which occupy the four

corners of the test wall as shown in Fig 3. The

distribution and numbering of the thermocouples in

the full scale facility is shown in Fig 4. The

last number refers in each case to the position of

the thermocouple, whether it lies on the non-fire

surface (1), on the fire surface (3) or at the

midpoint (2). Thus for seal Bl, there are three

thermocouples at each of these three positions

namely 11, 12 and 13. For B15 as for most of the

seals there are only two thermocouples, namely 151

and 152, to register the temperature rise at the

non-fire surface and at the midpoint respectively.

All thermocouples were connected to a multipen

recorder so that the change of temperature with

time could be recorded for the duration of the

demonstration.
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8.2 Classification of Seals included in Test

8.2.1 A-series Furnace Test Seals

igna- Dimension Position of
i of pene- penetration

tration
HxLxD (cm)

Type and Features Fig No
of penetration

60x30x20 Floor

60x30x20 Floor

60x30x20 Floor

(a) Flexible boot.

20/10

20/10

Floor

Floor

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

CT-'8, CT-23

CT-18, CT-23

Firewall and
CT-23

Uninsulated
pipe with Flex-
ible boot

Uninsulated
pipe with
CT-300L/150
loaded foam

14
15

16

17

17
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8.2.2 B-series Full Scale Demonstration

Designa- Dimension Position of
tion of pene- penetration

tration
WxLxD (cm)

Type and Features 'Fig No
of penetration

Bl
B2

B3

50x30x20

50x50x20

50x30x20

Wall

Wall

Wall

(b)
(d)

(a)

CT-18, CT-23
CT-18, CT-23
Firewall 50

CT-18, CT-23
Flexible boot

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

B9

B10

Bll

B12

B13

B14

B15

50x50x20 Wall

50x30x20 Wall

50x40x20 Floor

50x40x20 Floor

50x20x20 Floor

50x20x20 Floor

40/30 Wall

20/10

20/10

20/10

Wall

Wall

Wall

50x30x20 Wall

15x15x10 Wall

18

19

20

(c) CT-23, Firewall
50 21

(i) CT-300L/150
lead foam CT-23,
Firewall 50 22

(b) CT-18, CT-23 23

(d) CT-18, CT-23
Firewall 50 24

(c) CT-23, Firewall

50 25

(b) CT-18, CT-23 26

(h) Pipe, Firewall
50 27

(g) Pipe (insulated)
with flexible
boot 28

(e) Pipe (uninsu-
lated) with
flexible boot 29

(f) Pipe (uninsu-
lated) CT-300L/
150 leaded foam 30

(b) CT-18, CT-23 31

(j) Pipe (uninsu-
lated) CT-18,
CT-23 32
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9. RESULTS

Observations made on the penetration seals at

the conclusion of the various tests and the demon-

stration are presented in the form of a series of

pairs of photographs. These show the seals after

removal from the test assembly and illustrate

the extent to which they are effected by fire.

Each pair of photographs is accompanied by a

diagram which shows in detail the component parts

and organization of the relevant seal. Accordingly,

the present section is restricted to a few comments

of supplementary character.

It will be seen in Fig 5a that the temperature as

registered at the fire-exposed surface of seals

Bl, B10, Bll and B14 in the demonstration wall

does not follow the form of the international

time-temperature curve. The departure can generally

be attributed to difficulties in controlling the

supply of air to the culvert while keeping the end

doors open to admit full view for the spectators.

The initial sharp rise in temperature, which

attains 950°C in the instance of the thermocouple

113 immediately in front of penetration Bll, is

accounted for by rapid combustion of the denatured

spirit used to ignite the pyres. After a temporary

fall in temperature the wood fires burned with

rapidly increasing intensity owing to their rela-

tively free access to air. As a result the seals

were again exposed to 900°C heat for times between

5 and 10 minutes, some 10 minutes from the start

of the demonstration. After this initial rapid

consumption of fuel the temperature is seen to

fall to 500°C over the following 30 minutes.
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Although the demonstration clearly does not con-

form with the requirements laid down by inter-

national standards for fire testing procedures the

results obtained nevertheless provide valuable

information. In the first instance, the temperature

curves mentioned above accord with a realistic

fire of a sudden and violent nature that involves

highly inflamable materials. The temperature

decrease after 20 minutes, generally attributed to

loss of heat through the open doors of the culvert,

corresponds to loss of heat through broken windows

and other openings arising out of structural

damage.

As regards the effect on the seals, the initial

sharp temperature rise to nearly 1 000 C after 5 -

10 minutes is regarded as constituting a par-

ticularly severe test. Under standard testing

procedures the gradual rise in temperature during

this interval allows for a gradual accumulation of

ablative SiO2 on the exposed foam surface. Never-

theless, the photographs show clearly that ablative

coatings have been formed, despite the rapid tem-

perature rise, and that the seals are as adequately

shielded from fire in the demonstration as in the

more carefully controlled furnace tests.

The thermocouple recordings in Fig 5b illustrate

the temperature rise in the various seals located

in the roof of the culvert. Of these, the thermo-

couples on the non-fire side of penetrations B6,

B7 and B8 show temperatures below 50°C as do the

thermocouples at mid seal in penetrations B6 and

B8. Penetration B8 was filled entirely with Fire-

wall 50 and this low temperature rise coupled with

the absence of flaking or cracking of the seal

must be regarded as particularly commendable.
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The rJse in temperature at mid seal in penetration

B7 can be attributed to strong convection current-:

at this corner of the culvert which transported

heat away from the wall and directed it at the

roof immediately above. In this connection it is

significant that in Fig 5a, the temperature at 30

minutes from start is high at the face of the wall

on this side (penetration BID and low at the

upper corner (penetration B14) which is indicative

of a strong convection current. This current is

therefore mos*- probably responsible for the surface

and mid-seal temperatures of close to 100 C in

penetration B9 at the end of the demonstration.

Wall penetrations filled with silicone foam exhibited

only a low rise in temperature at the non-fire

surface and this was in most instances indis-

tinguishable from the ambient temperature. Thermo-

couple recordings for these seals are shown in Fig

6a. Only penetrations Bl, B3 and B5 exhibited mid-

seal temperatures exceeding 50°C after 45 minutes.

The temperature rises in the pipe penetrations,

shown in Fig 6b, were naturally greater owing to

the greater thermal conductivity of the penetrating

medium compared to that of insulated cable. However,

even here the temperature exceeded 200°C only

after 30 minutes at mid-seal in penetrations B15

and Bll while the non-fire surface temperature of

B15 remained below 75°C. The result for B15 is

accounted for by the relatively heavy consumption

of foam in the immediate vicinity of the pipe, as

shown in Fig 32.

In no instance did the seals break down during the

tests and the succeeding demonstration, and no

fire passed through the penetrations. In only one
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instance was smoke observed to issue from a seal

during the demonstration, namely that filling

penetration B4. This seal was made entirely of

Firewall 50 and was formed around a bundle of

closely spaced cables, as shown in Fig 21. No

attempt was made to spread the cables previous

to injection of Firewall 50 and this seal is

accordingly to be regarded as an extreme case,

unlikely to arise in practice. Evidently, it was

not possible to provide a complete barrier under

such conditions and an air space remained between

a number of the closely grouped cables that,

during the demonstration, permitted the passage

of smoke. This channel was very narrow, however,

and no flames penetrated to the non-fire side.

By comparison the Firewall 50 seal B8, in the

roof of the culvert, was completely smoke tight

throughout the demonstration. In this instance,

the cables were regularly spaced, as seen in Fig

25.

Finally, a comment is in place concerning Figs

10b, lib, 12b and 13b which show the fire ex-

posed wall and roof at the conclusion of the

demonstration. It will be observed in these

photographs that the cable ladders are bent

downwards beyond the last supporting bracket

as a result of the hanging weight of cable

acting on the heat softened metal. In spite

of this loss of support, however, the silicone

and ceramic seals were evidently able to

sustain the loading offered by the cable resi-

dues (copper cores) without moving in the pene-

trations. This condition applied both during

the period of exposure to fire, while the

ladders were in the process of sagging, and

at the close of the demonstration when the

seals were subjected to the additional stress

provided by a stream of water delivered at

pressure from a fire hose.
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Fig 1 Schematic layout of gas-fired furnace used for
fire-testing penetration seals.

A
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Blower (propane gas)

Refractory brick lining

Test chamber

Variable exhaust for temperature control

Expanded concrete blocks

Penetration seals
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Fig 2 International time-temperature curve for t * 60 min.

The shaded region represents limits of variation.



Fig 3 End wall and modified roof of Ringhals-type
cable culvert used for full-scale demonstration.

The location of the various wall- and roof-pene-
trations is shown together with their designations,
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Wall seals

Fig 4 Location and designation of thermocouples used
in full scale demonstration.



(b)

Fig 5 Thermocouple readings during full-scale demon-
stration.

(a) At exposed surface of corner penetrations

(b) Within and at non-fire surface of floor
penetrations



(a)

Fig 6 Thermocouple readings during full-scale demon-
stration

(a) Cable penetrations mounted on end wall

(b) Pipe penetrations mounted on end wall



Fig 7a Furnace testing of foamed silicone seals for electrical penetrations. The
seals are supported on the roof of the furnace, the flood-protected seal
A1:1 to the left and a normal seal A1 2 to the right. The difference
between these two seals is the addition in A1:1 of the envelope of blue,
silicone coated, glass fibre cloth and a block of Sylgard which has been
cast round the cables roughly 0.5 m above the penetratior. The envelope
is secured to the roof of the furnace by means of a flange and to the
Sylgard block by a metal band. Air tightness at these joints is achieved
with a silicone cement adhesive.

Fig 7b Furnace test of seals A1:1 and A 1 2 after 90 min. The furnace tempera-
ture is 1000°C and that of the cable at the junction with the seal is
210°C. The surface temperature of the seal is 55°C,

The PVC insulation in A1:1 has softened at the junction with the seal as a
result of heat transport along the cable core. Smoke is being generated as a
result of the decomposition of the PVC in this temperature zone but the
seal itself is intact.

Smoke is retained entirely within seal A1 -2 by the flood protecting
envelope.

The results of this test are shown in Figs 14 and 15.







Fig 8a Furnace testing of flexible boot seal A 2 2 (left foreground), the leaded
silicon* seal A 1 2 (centre) and the rigid seal A 2 2 of Firewall 50
penetrated by electrical cable (right). After one hour the furnace tempera-
ture is 950°C while the seals A 2 2 and A 2 3 have reached 150°C and
95°C respectively. The surface temperature of the Firewall seal is below
50°C.

Figs 16 and 17 show the results as they appear after dismounting the sup-
porting blocks from the roof of the furnace.

Fig 8b Furnace testing of a pipe penetration seal of Firewall 50. The camera has
been aligned along the axis of the pipe, the welded end of which is
glowing at a temperature of 900°C. Heat is transported along the
insulated pipe and the glow from the end projecting beyond the furnace is
partly reflected from the surface of the surrounding Firewall. The surface
temperature of the seal, as given by the attached thermocouple, is 150°C.



Fire in cable culvert
during full sicale demonstration



Fig 9 Full scale demonstration after 20 min. Temperatures at the surfaces of the
seals, located at the four corners of the end wall, have passed the
maximum and range between 700°C and 900°C depending upon location
(see Fig 5). Heat generated by the burning wood, arrayed in piles against
the end wall, has ignited the cable insulation on the ladders to the right
and dense clouds of smoke are collecting under the roof and pouring out
of the end doors of the culvert.

The demonstration was terminated after 60 minutes, when the wall
temperature had fallen below 500°C, by directing water from a fire hose
against the end wall. As part of this operation the hose stream test was
applied to seals in the cable penetrations B6 and B8 at the right-hand side
of the roof and in the pipe penetrations B12 and B13 on the left-hand
side of the wall.



Fig 10a Floor penetration seals B7 (left) and B9 (right) from non-fire side after
full-scale demonstration. The Firewall 50 used to fill out the over-large
cavity in B7 is seen to the left of the cable support. Softening of the
insulation as a result of heat conduction along the cable core has led to
slumping of the PVC at the junction with the silicone seals. This is most
clearly :een in seal B9 to the right.

The seals are intact and did not allow the passage of either smoke or flame
during the demonstration. They are seen, after removal from the loor
blocks, in Figs 24 and 26.

Fig 10b Floor penetrations B7 and B9 viewed from inside the culvert after the
demonstration. Penetration B7 is nearest the end wall. The ceraboard
damming, used to support the silicone during installation and which is
left in place as part of the seal, is clearly seen in the B9 seal.

The heat generated by the fire and the weight of hanging cable proved
sufficient to bend the cable ladders beyond the supporting brackets
nearest the end wall.







Fig 11a Floor penetration seals B6 and B8 from non-fire side after full-scale
demonstration. B6 is a simple siliconefoam seal carrying two arrays of
power cable. B8 is a straight Firewall 50 seal penetrated by a single array
of power cable. Softening of cable insulation at the junction with the seal
is observed in B6 but not in B8.

Both seals remained intact throughout the demonstration and are seen
after removal from the roof block in Figs 23 and 25.

Fig l i b Floor penetrations B6 and B8 viewed from inside the culvert after the
demonstration. These seals were exposed to the hose stream test according
to the conditions laid down for the fire testing of penetration seals in
ASTM E-119. This test was started at 60 min from the start of the
demonstration when the seal temperatures were of the order of 400°C on
the fire exposed surface. Both seals retained their integrity despite
exposure to the water spray.



Fig 12a

Non-fire side of culvert wall after full scale demonstration. The
left-hand side features cable penetrations B1. B2 and B3 and the
pipe penetrations B1 — penetration BIO and B15.

B1 is a normal silicone seal while the over-large cavity in B2 has
been partially filled in with Firewall 50. Penetration B3 is
similar to B1 but is supplemented with a flood protection
envelope and a Sylgard seal cast around the cable bundle.

The pipe penetration B10 is mounted in a seal of Firewall 50
with ceraboard occupying the mid-seal position. B15 on the
other hand is sealed with silicone. Ceraboard damming material
constitutes the visible surface of the seals B1, B2 and B15.

Fig 12b

Exposed end wall of culvert following demonstration showing
effect of fire on seals B1, B3, B2 and BIO, in order from top to
bottom on the extreme right, and B15 in the centre. The cera-
board damming, used for the outer face of all the seals except
for the Firewall seal BIO, is seen to be still in place.

More detailed pictures of these seals after removal from the wall
are shown in Figs 18 (B1), 19 (B2), 20 (B3), 27 (B10) and 32
(B15).







Fig 13a

Non-fire side of culvert wall after demonstration. The rijht-
hand side of the wall shown here carries cable penetrations B14,
B5 and B4 and the pipe penetrations B11, B12 and B13.

B14 is a normal silicone seal similar to B1 while B5 is a leaded
foam seal with an upper block of Firewall 50 filling material.
B4 is a Firewall seal similar to BIO but is used with a tightly
packed bundle of cables as penetrating element.

B11 and B12 are flexible boot *eals of which 811 is installed on
insulated piping while in B12 the piping is uninsulated.

B13 is sealed with leaded foam faced with ceraboard damming.

Fig 13b

Exposed end wall of culvert showing effect of fire on cable seals
B14, B5 and B4 in order from top to bottom and the array of
pipe seals B11, B12 and B13 from left to right. The ceraboard
damming, used in all but B4, is seen to have stayed in position
in every case.

The pipe penetrations B11, B12 and B13 were exposed to the
hose stream test at the conclusion of the demonstration after
60 minutes but retained their integrity.

More detailed pictures of these seals after removal from the wall
are shown in Figs 31 (B14), 22 (BS), 21 (B4), 28 ( B I D , 29
(B12)and30(B13).
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(a)

(b)

IT' «r

Fig 14. Flood protected floor seal

(a) Non-fire side with boot partly cut fwr- from
securing frame

(b) F'ire side with upper half of i i::<.::',i a f r >..•:;; >•:>:. I
t o shov/ ,.iLi I ...it i v- • --f-i.it.
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTR/A • ' ;.>'

1 9 7 7 - 1 0 - 0 7

(a)

(b )

Fig 15. Siliconc fn-im. floor seal

(a) Non-fire side sliowinq effect of her t n.\ cable
insulation

(b) Fire side with da,nr/:in'? removed to :-;t.<>'-/ :<>r-
mation of ,ii) 1 .it. i •/• • :ni.;i.
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION'

1977-10-07

(a)

' . * • • ; A2--1

(b)

A2:1

Fig 16. Floor penetration seal of Firet/all 50

(a) Non-fire side

(b) Fire side with damming in place
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

A2--2

A2--2
(b)

A2-3

Fig 17. Radiation shield of leaded foan (A 2:3) and
flexible boot with seal of silicone coated
cerablanket (A 2:2)

(a) Non-fire side

(b) Fire side showing ceramic blanket damming (A 2:2)
and leaded silicone (A 2:3) after removal of
damming
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(a)

(b)

Fie, 18. Electrical wall-penetration seal PI

(a) Non-fire side showincf cot aboard damrinr-

(b) Fire side side showing formation o*" ibiati"<->
crust
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I ' » ~ 7 - 1 0 - 0 7

(a)

(b )

F i g 1 9 . W a l l - p c n e t r it i o n s e a l B2 w i t h ' ' i r o v / a l l
r e m o v e d

(a ) View from a b o v o s i i o v / n i ' ! <•* in.s'.inip'. i on o f foam
(~ 2 cm)

(b) F i r e s i d e
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(a)

(b)

Fig 20. Flood-protected electrical seal B3

(a) Non-fire side with flexible boot roroved from
wall flange

(b) From above after piri.nl removal of seal from
flanae
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATE;;

1977-10-07

å
V » ••' J^^-^

(b)

Fig 21. Wall penetrat ion seal B4 of Fi rev/a 11 JO

(a) N o n - f i r e s i d e s h o w i n q t j q b t l y p ^ r i p e J caul ' . .1 . ;

(b) F i r e s i d e s h o w i n q u n c l a m a q e d s u r f a c e , , f F i r f . v i
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

(b)

I i å i i 1 1 1

Fig 2?. Leaded-foam radiation seal B5

(a) Non-fire siue showing extensive swelling of
cable insulation

(b) Section through seal showing absence of effort
on foam
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(a)

(b)

Fig 23. Floor seal R6 of CT-18 silicons with
damminq ronoved

(a) Side view showinq consi.irrpti on of foan (2 - 3 en)

(b) View showing charred surface exposed to fire
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FTLL SCAL,:- DL'.'-'.ON'STRATTOM

(a)

(b)

Fig 24. Floor seal B? a
of Fircwal1

rcnoval from surround

(a) Side view with dammirvf intact showincj r.ccli-
r'°-iblo foam con:;um;";t ion

(b) jin n o n - f i r e UIJI
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

(b)

Fig 25. Floor seal B8 of Firewall 50

(a) From non-fire upper surface

(b) From under side exposed to fire
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

>/•:•*».

(b)

Fig 26. Floor penetration seal B9 with damming
removed. This seal was extensively damaged
durinr; removal from penetration

(a) View from side

(b) Underside o-nr.^.i to fire
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

(a)

(b)

Fig 27. Pipe penetration seal BIO of Firewall 50

(a) Non-fire side showing seal to sleeve

(b) Fire side showing undamaged Firewall
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

(b)

Fig 28. Flexible boot seal Bll on insulated piping

(a) Intact boot from non-fire side showing seam and
securing clamps

(b) Boot opened up to show undamaged insulated pipe
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(a)

FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(b)

Fig 29. Flexible boot seal B12 on ncn-insulated
piping

(a) Boot removed to show roll of cerablanket wrap

(b) Firf sictt showing sintered blanket wrap between
pipe and sleeve
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FULL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

(b)

Fig 30. Leaded pipe penet-ation seal B13

(a) Non-iire side with damming in place

(b) Fire side with damming partially renoved to
show ablative coating
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FVl.L SCALE DEMONSTRATION

iy / /-iu-0 7

(a)

(b)

Fig 31. Electrical wall penetration seal B14

(a) From above showinq consumption of foam (~ 2 cm)

(b) From fire HIlo showing formation of S1O2 crust
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FILL SCALE DEMONSTRATION

1977-10-07

(a)

(b)

Fig 32. Pipe penetration seal B15

(a) From fire side with char removed from around pipe

(b) Foam cut away from pipe tn show consumption
(~ 3 cm after discounting 2.5 cm thickness of
danmina)
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